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Let G be a finite group and X a connected, finite-dimensional G-CW-complex. In this paper 

we apply methods from cohomology of groups and representation theory to obtain restrictions 

on the RG-module structure of H*(X; R), given isotropy subgroups of prescribed size. The two 

basic techniques which we use are cohomological exponents and complexity. In particular we 

exhibit a method for generalizing result5 about free (Z//l)‘-actions to arbitrary ones by urine 

shifted subgroups. 

Introduction 

Let G be a finite group acting on a space X; then H*(X; R) is a graded RG- 

module. Given assumptions about the size of the isotropy subgroups, it is natural 

to inquire what restrictions this imposes on the structure of this module. 

In this paper we attempt to make a systematic analysis of this problem. The main 

tools which we use are from the cohomology of finite groups. In particular we apply 

equivariant Tate homology and the notion of complexity for an [F,G-module. Our 

methods apply particularly well to finite-dimensional G-CW-complexes. As ex- 

pected, the restrictions obtained are substantial for free actions and they weaken 

until becoming virtually meaningless for actions where the whole group has a 

fixed-point. 

We start by defining the ‘exponent’ of a connected, finite-dimensional ZG-chain- 

complex C* -5 H. 

Definition 1.4. The exponent of C*, denoted ec(C,), is defined as Q(C,)= 

/Gl/exp im E*, where E * : A_ ,(G; C,) --f A_ ,(G; Z) is induced by the augmentation 

E in Tate homology. 

This integer has very natural divisibility properties with respect to subgroups and 

chain maps. If HC G is a subgroup, then eH(C,) / ec(C,), and if @ : C, + D* is an 

augmented G-chain map, then ec(D*) 1 eG(C,). 

The following result shows that in a certain way, ec(C,) estimates the exponents 

occurring in the G-cohomology of H,(C): 
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Theorem 2.2. 

ec(C,) fi expH’+‘(G,H,(C)). 
i=l 

This is the natural generalization of the result in the free case, which is due to 

Browder [4]. 

The exponent has been defined algebraically, but when applied to connected 

G-CW-complexes, it acquires interesting geometric properties. We define co(X) = 

ec(C,(X)), for X a connected, finite-dimensional G-CW-complex with cellular 

chain complex C,(X). 

The following is a summary of some results about e,(X): 

(1) ec(X)=lGl Q X is free. 

(2) et(X) is determined on the singular set. 

(3) cc(X) / [G : Gl f or all isotropy subgroups in G. In particular co(X) = 1 if G 

has a fixed point. 

(4) If X is admissible, co(X) 1 x(X). 

(5) If X satisfies Poincare duality and the orientation class in H,(X) is preserved 

by G, then co(X) = /Gl/exp imj*, where j* : H;(X) + E?O(G; H”(X)). 

(6) If X and GE(Z/~)’ satisfy the conditions in (5), and X is a homology 

manifold, then et(X) = [G : G,,] where G, is an isotropy subgroup of maximal rank 

in G. 
The results above are similar to those obtained by Gottlieb [ 1 I] for G-manifolds. 

However, they differ in that many of them hold for connected finite-dimensional 

G-CW-complexes and in the fact that our invariant clearly distinguishes algebraic 

properties from the geometric ones. Result (6) is an immediate consequence of a 

theorem due to Browder [5] which was the starting point to this approach. 

We now move in a different direction by considering the (co)homology modules 

of an action with coefficients in IF,,. The next inequality is the equivalent of 

Theorem 2.2 in this setting: 

Lemma 4.1. Let C* be a connected, finite-dimensional F,,G-cochain complex; then 

dim,,, A* “(G; F,,)s c dim,,> fiK “(G; H’(C)) + dim:,, fiK”(G; C*) 
I. I 

for all values of K E Z. 

This inequality was first proved by Heller [12] in the free case, and it yields restric- 

tions different to those from eo(C,). It provides a global bound for the free rank 

of symmetry and it implies that (Z/p)” cannot act freely on S” x S”‘, n fm. Our 

goal is to analyze this result asymptotically. 

If A4 is a finitely generated F,,G-module, then the growth rate of its minimal 

projective resolution is well defined, and known as the complexity cxo(A4) of M 

(Definition 4.3). 
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Applying this invariant and the limit form of Lemma 4.1 to a connected G-CW- 

complex yields 

Corollary 4.5. Let X be a connected, finite-dimensional G-CW-complex such that 
cxo (H’(X; F,)) is less than the p-rank of G for all i > 0. Then there exists a p- 
elementary abelian subgroup EC G with maximum rank and such that X”#B. 

In particular, we obtain a condition for realizing [F,G-modules in the sense of 

Steenrod, given isotropy subgroups of rank lower than that of G. 

Corollary 4.6. If an F,G-module M can be realized (mod p) on X with isotropy 
subgroups of p-rank less than that of G, then 

cx,(M) =p-rank of G. 

For elementary abelian groups, Kroll [13] has characterized complexity in terms 

of certain subgroups of units in the group algebra, provided the ground field is 

algebraically closed. These are called ‘shifted subgroups’, (see Definition 5.1) and 

we use them to extend results about free (Z/p)“-CW-complexes to arbitrary ones. 

Theorem 5.4. Let G = (Z/p)” and X a G-CW-complex such that d = max{ rk G, 1 G, 
isotropy subgroup). Then there exists a shifted subgroup SC KG of rank n - d such 
that C*(X; K) is a free KS-chain complex. S has maximal rank for shifted subgroups 
with this property. 

The following are some applications of this result. 

We denote by X a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex, Gz(L/p)” with an iso- 

tropy subgroup of maximal rank d. 
(1) If X- (Sq)r and the action is trivial in homology, then n -dsr. 
(2) If X- Sq x S’, then n - ds 2. 
(3) There exists a shifted subgroup SC KE, where K is an algebraically closed field 

of characteristic p, of rank n-d and such that 

dim,#+‘(S; K)I c dim,A”-‘(S; H’(X; K)) 
r= I 

for all kEZ. 
(4) If p =2, n -d<4 and X is finite, then 

2’led5 c dim,: H,(X; IF,). 
i?O 

(5) If M is realized on Xmodp in dimension m, then 

A*(S,MOK)~A*+“‘+‘(S,MOK) 
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for S a shifted subgroup of rank n -d in KG, K an algebraically closed field of 

characteristic p. 
The proof of these results is based on choosing a shifted subgroup of maximal 

rank which acts freely at the chain complex level using coefficients in K. This in- 

volves looking at the ‘isotropy variety’ of X, which we define in a way analogous 

to the rank variety of a module (see [7]). The crucial point is that although X may 

not be finite, it does have a finite number of distinct isotropy subgroups. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Sections l-3 we define and develop the pro- 

perties of the exponent; in Sections 4 and 5 we consider actions using field coeffi- 

cients, applying complexity and shifted subgroups; and finally in Section 6 we 

conclude by comparing the two approaches previously described. 

1. Definition and properties of the exponent 

Let G be a finite group. 

Definition 1.1. A complete resolution is an acyclic complex F, = (Fj)iEs of projec- 

tive ZG-modules, together with a map E : F, + Z! such that E : F$ + Z! is a resolution 

in the usual sense, FG = (F,)izO. 

Now let C*, be a finite-dimensional G-chain complex (graded through any finite 
range of dimensions), As a natural extension of Tate homology with coefficients in 

a module, we give the following definition: 

Definition 1.2. 

A,(G; c.,)=H+, F C,). 

This is called the Tale hotno1ogy of G with coefficients in C+. 

(1) 

These groups are well defined up to canonical isomorphism and the usual proper- 

ties of Tate homology extend to them (e.g. long exact coefficient sequences, restric- 

tion and corestriction maps, cup products, etc.). We refer to [6] for more details. 

Definition 1.3. A G-chain complex C, is connected if C, =O, i<O and H,(C,)-Z’, 
the trivial G-module. 

Throughout this section, we will only consider connected, finite-dimensional 
G-chain complexes. 

Definition 1.4. The G-exponent of C*, denoted eo(C,) is defined as ec(C,) = 
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IGl/exp im .s *, where E* : RP ,(G; C,) + A_ ,(G; Z) is induced by the augmentation 

C, AH in Tate homology. 

Recall that g_,(G; Z)=Z/lG/, hence eo(C,)=exp(coker E*). 

Definition 1.5. Let C, % Z, D* -% Z be connected G-chain complexes. We call 

q : C, + De a map of connected G-chain complexes if it is a G-map which preserves 

the augmentation, i.e. 

We will now describe some properties of the exponent with respect to chain maps 

and subgroups. 

Proposition 1.6. Let HcG be a subgroup, C, a connected G-chain complex, D* a 
connected H-chain complex and @ : C, --, De a map of connected H-chain com- 

pkues. Then 

e&U / edCd. 

Proof. We have a commutative diagram 

&(H;D*) 
@* ‘tr 

-&(G; C,) 

r?- ,(H; Z) -&(G;Z!) 
tr 

This is induced by the naturality of the transfer. The bottom map is just the epi- 

morphism 

Z/JG/ -+‘Z/1HI. 

Hence 

exp im(+)*/[G : H] 1 exp im(eo)*. 

This implies 

e&D,) j JHI[G: H]/exp im(e,), =eo(C,). 0 

Corollary 1.7. Let HC G be a subgroup and @* : Cu + D* a map of connecfed 
G-chain complexes. Then 

e&C,) lec(C,) and ec(Da) Iec(C*). 

Proof. Follows from Proposition 1.6 with @=id and H= G respectively. 0 
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Proposition 1.8. Let C*, D, be connected G-chain complexes and suppose there 

exist G-equivariant maps of augmented chain complexes 

rll :C,+D,, y12:D*4C*. 

Then 

Proof. By the hypothesis, Corollary 1.7 implies 

eo(C*) 1 ec(D*) lec(C,). 

It follows that 

eo(C*) =eo(D*). 0 

In particular this implies that the exponent is invariant under equivariant re- 

traction. 

Corollary 1.9. If there is an augmented G-chain map Z L C,, then ec(C,) = 1. 

Proof. We have a commutative diagram 

c 
C,-U 

'1 I/” 
Hence E* is an epimorphism, so we obtain 

ec(C,) = 1. 0 

Finally to conclude this section we prove the following relationship between 

eo(C,) and the module map C,, + Z: 

Proposition 1.10. Let C* be a connected G-chain complex. Then 

e,,(C*) / IGl/w im@& 

where Ed : C, + Z. 

Proof. We have a commutative diagram of G-chain complexes 
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Hence exp im(EO)* 1 exp im E* = ec(C,) 1 lGl/exp im(@*. 0 

2. Exponent and spectral sequences 

Let F, be a complete resolution of the trivial G-module Z. Then if C, is a finite- 

dimensional G-chain complex, F*& C* is the total complex of the double com- 

plex of abelian groups (F,& C,). Hence we have two spectral sequences 

associated to it (see [6, VII, 931): 

E;,,=&(G; H,(C,)) * @,+q(G; C,), l(A) 

E;,q=fiq(G; C,, * @,+4(G; C,). 109 

Remark. As before we will assume all our chain complexes are finite-dimensional. 

The spectral sequences can be used to estimate the exponent by the following 

lemma: 

Lemma 2.1. Let C, 5 Z be a connected G-chain complex. Then, in the spectral 
sequence 1 (A), 

E?,,o=imE*. 

Proof. This group is just the image of the edge homomorphisms 

&,(G; C,)--E”“,,,cA..,(G;H,(C,)) 

which can be verified to be the map induced by the augmentation. 0 

Hence we have that 

ec(C,)= /G//exp I?,,,. 

This characterization leads to the following theorem relating the exponent with 

the homology groups considered as G-modules: 

Theorem 2.2. If C, + Z is a connected G-chain complex, then 

ec(C,) i exp I?‘+‘(G; H,(C,)). 
i=l 
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Proof. We estimate exp E?,,o in l(A). This group is computed by taking successive 

kernels 

E’,,o+E’:,_I;,._,, 

i.e. the sequences 

are exact. It follows that 

Taking the 

(exp ET ,,/exp IX:,:,) 1 exp EL, -r,,’ , for all r12. 

product, 

The term on the left is just exp E! ,Jexp E?‘,,, which by the lemma is 

lGl/exp im E* =ec(C*). 

The groups EL, _,,I’ , are subquotients of E’, r,r_,, hence their exponents 

divide those of the latter, which are just exp A_, _~,.(G; H,._ ,(C,)). It follows that 

ec(C,) E exp fi-, -,.(G; H,._,(C)). 
r=2 

Adjusting indices and using the isomorphism fi,~I?~‘, we obtain (1). n 

Corollary 2.3 (Browder [4]). If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 we add 

that the C, are G-cohornologicully trivial for all i, then 

IGI ;fil exp fi’+‘(G; H,(C,)). 

This is a consequence of the following lemma: 

Lemma 2.4. If C* is u G-chain complex such that each chain group C, is G- 

cohornologically trivial, then 

fi,(G; C,) = 0. 

Proof. We have Ei,,,=O=EPTc,, hence the abutment must be 0 too. 5 

As another application of the spectral sequences, we have the following result: 

Theorem 2.5. If C, and D, are two connected G-chain complexes and C+ *D, is 

a G-chuin map such that f?,(G; H,(C)) % fi,(G; Hk(D)) is an isornorphism for 

all k, then 
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edC*) = ec(D*). 

Proof. @ induces a map of spectral sequences which is an isomorphism at the E2 
level 

Hence ti*(G; C,) 3 ti*(G; D,) must also be an isomorphism, as these are the 

respective abutment terms. 

There is a commutative diagram 

A_ ,(G; C,) A A- ,(G; De) 

fi-,(G;.D~ fi-,(G; Z) _ 

It follows that 

eo(C*) =eo(D*). 0 

Corollary 2.6. If C*, D* are connected, weakly equivalent G-chain complexes, then 

ec(C*)=eG(D*). 0 

3. G-CW-complexes and exponents 

Consider a finite-dimensional connected G-CW-complex X. Then its cellular 

chain-complex C,(X) is finite-dimensional and connected; hence the following 

definition makes sense: 

Definition 3.1. 

We can apply the algebraic results of Section 2 to G-CW-complexes. In this way 

the divisibility properties of the exponent give certain restrictions on the type of 

action. For example Theorem 2.2 becomes 

Proposition 3.2. Let G act cellularly on a finite-dimensional connected CW-com- 

plex X. Then 

et(X) fi exp A’+‘(G; H,(X)). 0 
r=l 
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The strongest form of this proposition is when the action is free. In [4] this was 

applied to obtain many restrictions on G-actions; similar results follow from the 

above. 

The fact that C,(X) is the cellular chain complex of a G-space implies that the 

chain groups are all direct sums of signed permutation modules 

G, the isotropy subgroup of a cell 0, &, a copy of Z on which 

‘orientation character’ G, + Z/2. (See [6, p. 681.) 

G, acts by the 

For the O-cells, the orientation characters are all trivial. Therefore 

and a0 : Co(X) + Z is induced by the unique map to a point. Algebraically, it is the 

usual augmentation map. 

Denote (co)* : A_ ,(G; CO) ---t I-?_ ,(G; Z). 

Lemma 3.3. Let X be a finite-dimensional connected G-CW-complex. Then 

expim(eo)*=l.c.m.{~G,~ IG, isotropy subgroup of a O-cell}. 

Proof. 

E(,: @ (LG T H)+Z. 
” 

By Shapiro’s lemma 

&,(G; C(,)=fi_,(G; @ (LG z ijj~ 9 K,(G,; z). 

The map (co)* is just @ (res” )_ o, , . For every 0 im(res’t ) o, , is the subgroup 

generated by [G : G,] . x ii Z/ICI =(x>. Therefore j’G, j 1 exp im(.s(,), for all 0, so 

l.c.m.{ IG, I} 1 exp im(e,,)* 

and the converse divisibility is obvious. 1-1 

Given a G-CW-complex X, we can G-subdivide to obtain a different cellular 

structure. There is clearly a chain map between these complexes which is a weak 

equivalence. Hence by Corollary 2.6, G-subdivision does not alter co(X). 

Suppose now that G is a p-group, p prime. Then each G, maps 0 to itself; hence 

by a theorem of Smith, aG”#O. From this we can subdivide X so that all the G, 

appear as isotropy subgroups of vertices (O-cells). Therefore, combining the 

preceding lemma with the above remark and Proposition 1.10 gives 

Proposition 3.4. If G is a p-group, X a connected G-CW-complex, then 
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co(X) 1 [G : G,] VG, isotropy subgroup. u 

This can be applied to arbitrary groups when the action is free, to obtain the next 

result. 

Proposition 3.5. X is a free G-CW-complex (connected) if and only if eG (X) = IG 1. 

Proof. If X is G-free, then fi,(G; C,(X))=0 (Lemma 2.4) and so eG(X)= lG/. 

Now suppose eG(X) = ICI; for every p / /G 1, let P be a p-subgroup of G. 

res 
fi-,(G;Z)- fl ,(P;‘a 

commutes, and by hypothesis im E$= 0. Therefore, resoel=O. However, the 

bottom map is the monomorphism B/lPI +Z/lG/, so E*P=O. It follows that 

ep(X) = IPI. By Proposition 3.4, P acts freely on X for all P, hence G acts freely 

0nX. 0 

It the action is free above dimension 0, then C,,(X) determines the exponent: 

Proposition 3.6. Let X be a connected G-CW-complex with cells freely permuted 

above dimension 0; then 

e, (X) = 1 G I /I. c. m. { I G, / 1 G, isotropy subgroup}. 

Proof. 0 + C,(X) + C*(X) 4 C:(X) -+ 0 is exact and C,‘(X) is G-free. Therefore, 

i* : A- ,(G; C&Y)) -+ fi_ l(G; C*(X)) is iso. This implies exp im E* = exp im ~a*. 

Lemma 3.3 then implies the result. 0 

Corollary 3.1. If G is a p-group in the conditions of Proposition 3.6, then 

et(X) = jGl/max{ IH,lI H, isotropy subgroup}. 

Proof. If G is a p-group, then 

l.c.m.{~Hj~}=max{~Hj~}. 0 

Example 3.8. Let G be a p-group acting cellularly on M2, a Riemann surface, pre- 

serving orientation. The singular points are discrete, and we may apply Proposition 

3.6: 

e,(M*) = IG//max{ IH,, I /H, isotropy subgroup}. 
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IGI/max{IH,l} IexpH*(G; H,(M)).expH3(G;Z). 

It can be shown that the HO are cyclic. Hence if G = (Up)‘, this reduces to 

p’-*/expH’(G; H,(M)). 

Intuitively, if free G-cells are attached to a G-CW-complex, the action is not 

fundamentally altered. More precisely, we have 

Proposition 3.9. Let X be a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex; Y a connected sub- 

complex such that GO= 1 for every cell o of X not in Y. Then 

e,(X)=e,(Y). 

Proof. There is a short exact sequence of (cellular) G-chain complexes 

o-C,(Y)+C,(X)-C,(X)/C,(Y)+O. 

By hypothesis C*(X)/C*( Y) is G-free, hence an application of Lemma 2.4 proves 

the result. r- 

Therefore, co(X) is determined on the singular set of the action. 

Given a G-CW-complex X, we may ask what the relationship is between co(X) 

and x(X). If the action is free and X is finite-dimensional, with H,(X) finitely 

generated, then co(X) = /Cl lx(X). We shall prove this for non-free actions given 

a certain restriction on X. 

Definition 3.10. A G-CW-complex X is said to be admissible if for any cell oCX, 

G, fixes cr point-wise. 

Proposition 3.11. If X is a finite-dimensional connected admissible G-CW-complex 

with H,(X) finitely generated, then 

et(X) I x(X). 

Proof. As G is finite, there are only a finite number of permutation modules which 

constitute the chain groups C,(X). We can subdivide X so that all the isotropy sub- 

groups appear in C,(X) without affecting our hypothesis. 

As in Proposition 3.4 

cd(X) 1 [G : G,] for all cells o in X. 

Then co(X) is an integer which divides the order of every orbit; with our 

theses this implies that it must divide the Euler characteristic of X (see [6, p. 
hwo- 
2591). 

u 
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Remark. This result is obvious for finite complexes because we can obtain the Euler 

characteristic by counting cells. 

Suppose X is a finite-dimensional CW-complex satisfying Poincare duality with 

an orientation-preserving cellular G-action. 

We shall prove that there is a duality isomorphism between the spectral sequences 

associated to C,(X) and C*(X)=Hom,(C,(X),Z) with a certain shift in dimen- 

sions. This will show an isomorphism of the abutments and provide an alternative 

description of the exponent using the orientation class. 

Theorem 3.12. Let X be a finite-dimensional CW-complex satisfying PoincarP 
duality, with a cellular G-action which is trivial on a chain representative of the 
fundamental class. Then there is a natural duality isomorphism 

tiI-‘(G; C*(X))&,_,_ ,(G; C,(X)) 

where the top non-zero homology class of X lies in dimension n. 

Proof. There is a spectral sequence 

EzP’q=fiP(G; Hq(X)) * Ap+q(G; C*(X)) 

analogous to the one we used for C,(X). We show that these two spectral sequences 

are isomorphic at the E,-level. 

Let P be a finitely generated projective ZG-module, and denote I’= 

Hom,,(P,ZG). Then we have an isomorphism for any ZG-module M: 

P @ IVIE Hom;~,(P, M), 
_:c 

given by @(u 0 m)(x) = u(x). m. 
Now let F* be a complete G-resolution of Z, C* a finite-dimensional G-cochain 

complex. As F* can be taken of finite type, we can extend this duality isomorphism 

to obtain 

F, @ C*z Hom,,7,(F,, C*). 
EC 

Hence if we consider F*,C* as negatively graded G-chain complexes, i.e. 

(C),=cmK, cr>, = (F)) K) 

we obtain 

H_,(& g 6,) z-A’(G; C*). 

Except for indexing, r, is a complete resolution; it is shifted by one dimension: 



Therefore, Z?(G; C*)E&_ ,(G; C,). This is the chain complex version of Tate 

duality, and by its definition this isomorphism induces an isomorphism of the 

associated spectral sequences. 

Now let C, be the chain complex of X, and C* its dual. By our hypotheses there 

is an isomorphism 

H”(C*) * Hn_k(C*) 

given by C+ [X] tl C, where [X] EH,,(X) is the fundamental class of the complex. 

The important fact about this isomorphism is that it is induced in homology by a 

map of chain complexes 

(C), UnP - Cw+I;, [ul= WI, k5O 

where, as before (C)h=C-‘. More explicitly, we have that 

unz=(dU)/2, A :c+coc 

the diagonal. (We refer to [3, Chapter l] for details.) It is not hard to show that 

if G acts trivially on u, then un - is a G-chain map, inducing a weak equivalence. 

Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, it induces an isomorphism of spectral se- 

quences at the E’-level 

H,,(G; H,(2;,(x)))=E,:,~E,:,,+,=I_j,(G; H,+,(C,(X))), qso. 

We have shown that there is an isomorphism of spectral sequences (at the &level) 

A”(G; H”(c*))=E:~,(/~EZ,,~,,,~~~,~-_,,~,(G; I,,_,). 0 

Corollary 3.13. 

E;“= Em,,(,, E:“= Em,,,, , 

EY,,,,=imc*, E?“=ime*, 

Ed” = imj*, ET”,,,, = imj, 

where 

j,: fin. ,(G; H,(X)) -A_, .(G; C,(X)), 

j* : E?"(G; C*(X)) + f?(G; H”(X)). 0 

Therefore 

co(X)= lG//exp im j*. 

Suppose that X has no cells above the dimension of its top homology class. Then 

we have a map of G-cochain complexes 

c*(X) + H”(X) 
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where H”(X) is concentrated in dimension n as a cochain complex. Hence it 

induces 

E?“(G; C*(X)) + @‘(G; H”(X)). 

This map is the homomorphism j* (similarly for j,) 

For example, if M” is a homology n-manifold with a G-CW-complex structure 

which preserves orientation, then we may compute the exponent using j* in some 

cases. For example, 

Proposition 3.14. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.12 hold, and G is elementary 

abelian, then 

eo(M)=[G:G,] 

where G, is an isotropy subgroup of maximal rank. 

Proof. The proof is based on a theorem due to Browder [5], which asserts that 

IGl/exp imj*= [G: G,], G, an isotropy subgroup of maximal rank. 0 

Corollary 3.15. If G=(Z/p)” acts on a homology manifold satisfying the hypo- 

thesis of Theorem 3.12, with r= max{rk G.,}, and trivial action in homology, then 

n - r 5 number of non-zero, reduced 

For example, if A4-(S”)K in Corollary 3.15, 

4. KG-chain complexes 

Let K be a field of characteristic p>O, G a 

homology groups of M 

with Z(,,, coefficients. n 

then n - rs K (see [4]). 

finite group. Then for KG-chain 

complexes, the exponent is meaningless. However, over K we can use dimension in- 

stead of exponent. In this framework we obtain the following inequality for KG- 

cochain complexes: 

Lemma 4.1. Let C* be a finite-dimensional KG-cochain complex, with C’= 0 for 

i<O, and i>N. Then 

dim, A”+‘(G; H’(C))< f dim, Ak-‘(G; H’(C)) + dim, Ak “(G; C*) 
r=l 

for all kEZ. 0 

Proof. Consider the spectral sequence (see Section 3) 

Epy=@‘(G; Hq(C)) = fipiq(G; C*). 
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Look at the E,kYO term; no non-trivial differentials originate from it and hence 

&6-i +Ek.O,E;;(1, AO 
r I 

is exact. We obtain 

dim, E,?“-dim,E,!;‘\<dim,E,!’ “-I for all k. 

Adding these for r = 2, . . . , N yields 

This implies 

dimKHk(G; H’(C))< f dimKF?P’(G; H“-‘(C))+dim E2’. 
r=2 

Now E”‘” is the image of the edge homomorphism, and so dim,E;‘i 

dim,fi”(G; C*). Applying this and adjusting indices, completes the proof. D 

Corollary 4.2 (Heller [ 121). If C* is a free, connected, finite-dimensional KG-chain 
complex, then 

dim, A”+ '(G; K) 5 E dim, I?“-‘(G; H’(C)). 
r=l 

Proof. In this case fi*(G; C*)=O. 0 

Corollary 4.2 has several applications: we mention two which are of some interest. 

(i) Let C* be a connected, finite-dimensional, free K(Z/p)“-cochain complex, 

char K =p, and suppose that H’(C) z K, the trivial module, for three distinct non- 

zero values of i, and vanishes in all other positive dimensions. 

Using the well-known formula for dim, fi’((Z/p)“; K) and Theorem 2.2, Heller 

showed that under the preceding condition, n 5 2 [ 121. This shows, for example, that 

if (Up)” acts freely on S”X S”‘, then ni2. Although this result looks innocent 

enough, it cannot be shown using the exponent approach in Sections 1-3; the 

classical cohomological method of Bore1 does yield a proof of this, but it involves 

many long and delicate spectral sequence arguments. 

(ii) Let X be a finite, connected CW-complex, and define its free p-rank of sym- 

metry as 

F,,(X) = max{ rk(L/p)” 1 (Up)” acts freely on X}. 

Then applying Corollary 4.2 to C*(X; F,,), we can obtain a global bound on 

F,,(X): 

mimH,(X;F,) 
i>O >( lrn 21 

d’ X+’ -dimX+i. 
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Carlsson [lo] has conjectured that in fact 

F,(X)rlog, 
c 

c dim H,(X; EP) 
> 

; 
i=o 

for p = 2 his results [9] imply F*(X) 5 Ci,o dim H,(X; El). 

From now on we will only be concerned with the cellular cochain complex of a 

finite G-CW-complex X. Note that each cochain group is a direct sum of permuta- 

tion modules KG&, K. 

The next result is a limit version of Lemma 4.1, and is expressed naturally in terms 

of the complexity of H*(X; K). We recall its definition and basic properties. 

Definition 4.3 (see [2]). Let M be a finitely generated KG-module; then the com- 

plexity of A4 is 

dimK P,, 
-=O 

ns 3 

where P* -+ M is a minimal projective resolution of M over KG. 

The following is a summary of the basic properties of complexity; we refer to [7] 

for more details: 

Properties of complexity. (1) 0 I cxo (M) I cx,(K). 

(2) cxH(M)rcxG(M), H L G a subgroup. 

(3) 

CXGUW= ;;g (cxEWJE)} PI. 

elementary 
abelian 

(4) If G is a p-group, then 

dim H”(G; M*) = o 

ns 

Clearly (3)-(5) imply that 

This means that complexity is determined by the cohomological growth of the 

module on elementary abelian subgroups. 

For a group G, let p(G)=max{rk E (Es(Z/p)“, ECG) this is known as the 

p-rank of G. 
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Theorem 4.4. Let X be a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex, and let n= 
cx,(H’(X; 5,)). Then either max,” { p(G,)} L n or maxj,o{cxc H’(X; E,)} in. 

Proof. Let EC G be an elementary abelianp-group, and consider Definition 3.1 for 

E and C*(X; FP): 

dimEP fik+ ‘(E; H’(X)) I i dim,,, Akm’(E; H’(X)) + dim,,, fik+ ‘(E; C*(X)). 
r=l 

Suppose that maxi,e{cxoH’(X; E,)} <n, and choose E so that cxo(H”(X))= 

cx,(H”(X)). Then the above inequality, which holds for all k E Z, implies that the 

growth rate of dim,,, l?*(E; C*(X)) is at least that of H*(E; H’(X)), which is n. 
We now apply a theorem of Quillen [14], which states that the growth of 

dim,,,H’(G; C*(X)) (as i+ 03) is exactly the maximal p-rank of all the isotropy 

subgroups. Hence there exists a G, of p-rank at least n. 0 

Corollary 4.5. Let X be a connected, finite dimensionat G-CW-complex such that 
cx,(H’(X))<p-rank G for all i> 0. Then there exists a p-elementary abelian sub- 
group of maximal rank, E, such that XE+ll. 

Proof. In this case Ho(X) = F,,, hence it has the highest possible complexity, the p- 
rank of G. From this we conclude that there is a p-elementary abelian isotropy sub- 

group E with this maximal rank. The fact that E is a p-group implies that X”#B. 

0 

The preceding corollary can be applied to a certain version of the Steenrod pro- 

blem. Given a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex X with H,(X; F,,)=M as G- 

modules and f??;(X; F,)=O, ifn, we say that X realizes Mmodp, in dimension 11. 

Corollary 4.6 (compare with [4, 1.61). If an F, G-module h4 can be realized (mod p) 
on X with isotropy subgroups of p-rank less than that of G, then 

cx,(M)=p-rank of G. 

Proof. This follows from the fact that if H,(X; F,)gM, then H”(X; Fp) z:M*, 
and cxo (M) = cxo (M*). 0 

If an FPGG-module M is realized (modp) on a free G-CW-complex in dimension 

n, it is not hard to show that in fact 

A~(G; ~)~@+fl+r(G; lFP) for all j. 

Consider the spectral sequence E2 p,4=#‘(G; Hq(X)) converging to fiP+q(G; C*(X)). 

At each stage the unique differential must be an isomorphism, because the E, term 

is zero; this gives the desired isomorphism. 
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5. Shifted subgroups 

In this section we apply shifted subgroups to generalize results about free (Z/p)’ 

complexes to arbitrary ones. We refer to [7] for more details. 

Let K be an algebraically closed field, char(K) =p and E= (Z/p)“. Choose a 

basis x ], . . . ,x,, for E. Then any A E GL(n, k) can be thought of as a transformation 

6 K(x;- 1) + & K(x;- 1). 
i=l i=l 

This extends uniquely to an algebra automorphism GA : KE + KE, 

@n(x;)= 1+ i aj;(x,- 1). 
j=l 

Definition 5.1. A shifted subgroup SCKE of rank r, is the image of (xl, . . ..x.) 

under oA for some A E GL(n, k). 

The notion of rank variety of a module relates complexity to shifted subgroups. 

Definition 5.2. Let A4 be a KE-module, E = (Up)“. Then the rank variety V,(M) 
of A4 is defined as V,(M)={(cr,,..., a,,)~K”lu,=(C a;(~,--I))+1 does not act 

freely on M} U (0). 

The fundamental result (see [7, Theorem 7.61) is that V,(M) is a homogeneous 

affine variety of dimension cx,(M). 

Now let X be an E-CW-complex, E as before. We can extend the notion of rank 

variety to C,(X): 

Definition 5.3. The isotropy variety of X is defined as 

V,(X)={@,,..., a,) EK” 1 C*(X; K) IUD is not free) U {0) 

where u,= C a;(~,- l)+ 1. 

Theorem 5.4. Let X be an E-CW-complex, E= (Z/p)“. Then V,(X) is a homo- 
geneous affine variety such that 

(1) dim I/,(X)=max{rk E, 1 E,CE isotropy subgroup}; 
(2) There exists a shifted subgroup S of rank n-dim VE(X), such that 

G(X;K)l.s f IS ree, and S has maximal rank with this property. 

Proof. From the structure of C*(X; K), it is clear that 

V,(X)= u VE(K[E/Ea])= V, 
E” 
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Note that there are only a finite number of distinct isotropy subgroups. Hence by 

the result for modules, V,(X) is a homogeneous affine variety. Then (I) follows 

from the fact that cx,#[E/E,]) = rk E,. 
For (2) we use the second identity above and a result due to Kroll [13] for modules, 

which in this case is 

= rk E - max{ rk S 1 S shifted subgroup acting freely on @ K[E/E,]}. 

We sketch the proof for our situation. As V,(X) is homogeneous, its image in 

projective (n - I)-space, KP”- ‘, is a projective variety P, of dimension q - 1, where 

q = max{ rk E,}. Then we may choose a projective linear variety 6’ in KPnm ’ of 

dimension n ~ q ~ 1 such that tin P= 0. Now let WC K” be a linear subspace 01 

dimension n -4, whose image in KP”-’ is I@. If a,, ...,a,l_, is a basis for W, then 

u IX,,..**&,, <, (notation as before) generate a shifted subgroup S, acting freely on 

C,(X). Notice that rk S= n -4, and it clearly has maximal rank with this property. 

0 

Theorem 5.4 allows us to consider arbitrary (Z/p)“-complexes as free complexes 

(at the chain level) over a group of rank 

n-max {rkE,}. 
cl 

This has many applications, some of which we will now consider. 

Proposition 5.5. Let X be a finite-dimensional connected E-CW-complex, E = 
(Z/p)” and suppose r= maxirk E,}. Then there exists a shifted subgroup S of rank 
n -r, such that 

dim, c?“’ ‘(S; K) I f dim, fi’-‘(S; H’(X; K)) 
i=l 

for all ken. 

Proof. Choose S as in Theorem 5.4, then C*(X; K) is KS-free, and we apply Cor- 

ollary 4.2 to obtain Proposition 5.5. Cl 

Just as we applied Corollary 4.2, the same can be done with Proposition 5.5. 

(i) If H’(X; K)= K for three distinct positive values of i, and zero elsewhere, 

then n -r<2. This implies, for example, that if (Z/p)” acts on S’ x S”‘, then 

n-max{rkE,,}s2. 

(ii) The estimates on the free rank of symmetry can be used to estimate the rank 

of symmetry with ‘small’ isotropy subgroups, in the obvious way. 

We can generalize a result due to Carlsson [8] in the free case: 
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Proposition 5.6. (Up)” act on a finite CW-complex X homotopy equivalent to 
(S”)k, with trivial action on H*(X; Z). Then, if r= max{rk isotropy subgroups}, 

n-t-Sk. 

Proof. Choose S a shifted subgroup of rank n-r such that C,(X; K) 1s is free. 

Then we may apply Carlsson’s proof. 0 

This generalization was first proved by Browder, using the exponent approach in 

Sections l-3. 

Proposition 5.7. Let G=(Z/p)” and assume the F,G-module M can be realized 
(mod p) on X in dimension m, with an isotropy subgroup of maximal rank r. Then 
there exists a shifted subgroup SC KG of rank n -r, such that 

A*($ K)= F?*+“‘+ ‘(S; M@ K). 

Proof. Choose S of rank n -r acting freely on C*(X; K), the rest follows as in the 

remark after Corollary 4.6. 0 

Another application of shifted subgroups, is the following conjecture, generaliz- 

ing the one made by Carlsson [lo] for finite free (Z/2)“-CW-complexes: 

Conjecture. Let X be a finite (Z/2)“-CW-complex with an isotropy subgroup of 

maximal rank r. Then 

2”-‘1 c dimk H’(X; K). 

In the free case (r=O), the conjecture has been proved for ns4. Hence using 

shifted subgroups it follows that the conjecture is true for n - rc 4. 
Carlsson [lo] has applied another algebraic invariant to finite-free F&chain 

complexes, where E = (Z/2)n : for a KE-module M let A,(M) be the smallest power 

of the augmentation ideal which kills M (recall it is nilpotent). This is also known 

as the Loewy length of M. 
Shifted subgroups yield the following generalization of his result: 

Proposition 5.8. Let X be a finite E-CW-complex, where E = (Z/2)“. Let K be an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. Then there exists a shifted subgroup 
S c KE of rank n-maxi rk EO} = d such that 

c A,(H;(X,K))rd. q 
i>O 

In particular this yields another proof of Proposition 5.6 when p = 2. 
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6. Conclusions 

In the previous sections we have analyzed two different invariants of finite trans- 

formation groups. For connected G-chain complexes and orientable G-manifolds, 

the exponent yields good estimates on the freeness of the action, and a restriction 

on the G-cohomology of the homology modules. On the other hand, the application 

of techniques from modular representations yields restrictions in terms of ranks, 

using coefficients in a field of characteristic dividing IGI. 

As different as they seem, they nevertheless can be used to prove similar and often 

complementary results. The inequality in Lemma 4.1 is the analogue of the 

divisibility relation in Theorem 2.2, and their proofs follow parallel reasoning. 

However, Theorem 2.2 implies that (Z/p)’ cannot act freely, with trivial action in 

homology, on (S”)‘, k>r, but not that (Z/P)~ cannot act freely on S” x S”‘, n fm. 

Corollary 4.2 implies the second fact but not the first. 

In general, for (Z/p)’ actions, the exponent approach yields generalizations of 

results in the free case by estimating et(X) in terms of the isotropy subgroups. In 

particular we have seen that in case X is a homology G-manifold, et(X) = [G : G,], 

where G, has maximal rank (Browder’s Theorem). 

Now taking coefficients in an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, we can 

recover some of these results by using shifted subgroups. For example Carlsson’s 

Theorem can be generalized by using shifted subgroups and copying the proof for 

the free case: if (Z/p)’ acts on (S”)“, trivially in homology, and max{ rk G,Y} = d, 

then r- dc K. This proof does not require Browder’s result. For actions on S” x S”’ 

we again obtain a stronger result using shifted subgroups: if (B/p)’ acts on 

SnxS”‘, d=max(rk G,}, then r-d<2. It seems that away from the free case, the 

use of shifted subgroups is more powerful, as we can use all the results valid for 

free (Z/p)“-chain-complexes. 
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